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 4	Index —(a) Is theie a general index for the whole atlas  cr are tbeie s.palate
indexes for each country or map?   (b) If there is a general .ndex, is it in a separate
volume or bound with the atlas? (c) Does the index include population %Uies or other
additional information, e g  pronunciation, latitude and longitude, etc ^   (d}  Does the
index include only names punted on the maps, or are other places included7 fe) How does
the index refer to the location of a place on a gnen map—(1) by locational squares
indicated by marginal letters and figures, (2) by a grid such as the Twits Atlas uses,
or (3) by latitude and longitude ?
 5	Supplementary material —Does the atlas contain anything except maps and index,
eg bibliographies, genera! descriptive, statistical, commercial or ethnographic informa-
tion, lists of commercial products, gazetteer lists of places, etc ?
II.   The maps:
 1	Name and nationality of the maker, as indication of the quality of the i\ork
 2	Date —if map is undated, the name and address of the maker may show t!rs
appioximately, or the date may be indicated by some kind of internal evidence such as
inclusion or omission of new places, changed names, boundaries and explorations \\hich
weie established or made at certain dates, etc
 3	Method of indicating relief —(a) by hachurrng, (b) by layer method of altitude
tints, (c) by contour lines with altitude figures, (d) by shading-
 4	Color —Is this definite and varied enough to be clear and at the same time not
so dark as to obscure lettering? Does each map have a key, showing the meaning of the
colors used?
 5	Scale —Is this plainly indicated?
 6	Is the lettering distinct and easily read?  Are other details, eg  rivers, railroads,
boundaries, canals, etc, plain and well differentiated ?
 7	Form of names —Are geographic names in the vernacular or translated ?
 8	Authorities —Are there bibliographical or other references to indicate tbe source
and authority of the maps ?
 9	Accuracy —Are the maps accurate in detail ? The student who is not a specialist
naturally can not judge the whole atlas on this point, but he can examine some one map
of a small region with which he is especially familiar and judge its accuracy and com-
pleteness on points known to him
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